INADEQUACY of PRESINENTS
The world is heading for disaster. How do you like long-term tolerant discussions with fascists in television
studios of the Russia, of the country that defeated fascism?
But the main indicator of the impending catastrophe is the most important representatives of nations, presidents.
Statements by Bush Jr. claim to be an anamnesis, Obama caught a fly in front of television cameras, apparently
remembered his ancestors, pedophile Berlusconi kissed Gaddafi’s hand, and Caddafi squeamishly jerked it off,
Sarkozy came out intoxicated to the public, Japanese, German parliamentarians were noticed drunk in smoke
right at work and speaking to deputies, Madame Clinton in a sober state barked a dog all over the country.
As for the President of the Russian Federation, he noted a lot of inadequate statements and actions. What is the
collapse of the ruble and raising the retirement age. He not only called Bandera and other fascists of the Armed
Forces of Ukraine – “brothers, whom the world had never seen”, but helps them with weapons and strategic
goods, not to mention the supply of gas and oil to the Ukrainian fascists. He accused Lenin that he allegedly
planted a bomb under the USSR, announced that the Bolsheviks had robbed Russia of their victory in World
War I, that the state was supposedly an inefficient owner, etc.
But imagine - the poisoned have risen from hell!
The “Daily Mail” found the Skripals in Australia. In the photo - happy dad Sergey and daughter Julia, smiling,
with glasses of beer and white wine, there is no sign of an incision on Julia’s delicate neck, apparently, there
was also a production trick.
Nerd Teresa May crap.
I remind you: Skripals supposedly got poisoned. Allegedly, Putin poisoned them. Then they walked for several
hours, then went to a cafe to have lunch. And here they were almost dead. But the doctors allegedly ripened,
and even in time ripened, and injected an antidote. And after all, they knew in advance that it was necessary to
inject an antidote against a chemical poisonous substance, and they knew from which particular toxic
substance!!!
I inform you that even the smallest doses of chemical warfare agent such as the gas of "Novichok" type lead to
death within minutes, and no antidotes will help.
Conclusion: the whole civilized democratic world is moronic freaks, and the first morons are the presidents of
the leading countries of the world who repeat after Theresa May her moronic garbage.
Many morons, including Sanders, either repeat or even seriously believe that it was unfortunate Putin who
made Trump the president, shot down the Malaysian Boeing, attacked Ukraine and poked at the entrance to
your house.
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